Let ́s talk about money, sister! – Governance strategies for structural change in science and research*
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Relevance of funding
for structural change
and its limitations

The hidden potential:
Gender in research
funding of strong
innovators

Learning from the
feminist movement:
why money matters for
gender equality?

European research funding
organizations: change
agents for gender equality
in research?

A Community of Practice
and Gender Budgeting in
research and higher
education organisations

Budgeting for
equality in RPOs

Gender equality and social
justice in funding ‚European
excellence’: The case of the
European Research Council

A practical experience of
gender mainstreaming in
research funding: small
but ﬂexible

Maya: As far as
we know - no...
(sadly)

Can we expect state HEIs or
RPOs to develop GEPs if it is
against the policy of the
government? (gender will be
resistance)

RFOs funding business
include as well gender
equality requisites or
appraoches to fund this type
of work?

Questions
How to deal with
existing national
policies/requirements?
E.g. in Italy PAP

Business has a strong language of
performance, functions as an
ideology - how to change this since
it argues that only performance
matters due to eﬃciency
pressures...?

Do you see the mandatory
connection of resources to
required GEPs in Hoirzon Europe
as enough or do we need more?
(Concrete % of RPO budgets?)
Some RFOs do that, eg in Austria
the FFG which is ﬁnancing
technology & innovation projects
has added gender as a standard
evaluation criterion in ALL their
research funding - so it aﬀects
also BE. However, this criterion is
only worth ca. 5%, so it is not
a game changer - yet.

I would say that speciﬁc targets are
helpful and necessary to "force" a
minimun level of commitment. It
may be necessary to adapt to
diﬀerent context and levels
depending of current commitments

Do you have also have
gender budget analysis of
RPOs outside HE (research
organisations, BE)?

interestingquestion for future
research: How is experience of
being a panelist (in grant eval)
have an inﬂuence of career of
panelists (by discipline, ...)

Have the panelists been

Thank you for your answer. Do you have
any references for what the vision for
structural change might be? Thank you.
-->
https://eige.europa.eu/gendermainstreaming/toolkits/gear/whychange-must-be-structural

What are the reactions by
management/leadership (if any)
when confronted to data such as
the divide of resources on level
A between women and men?

tested for unconscious
bias? --> they could have
a training on the issue, not
mandatory

Building a GE machinery

How did you generated
the diﬀerent categories
of capabilities?

Did the gender composition of panels
aﬀect in your opinion

vs including GE expertise

the results?

--> no, it's more complicated

in existing machineries

National context is crucial
and neglected, says Angela
--> agree, especially apparent
in countries with 'gender
backlash'

Is there the possibility to disaggregate
by areas?
Who beneﬁtted more form being
panelist in the future in terms of
applying to grants?

national
policies

More about our cocreation approach:
https://www.changeh2020.eu/the_project.php

SDG 5 has
fewest budget

Study gender bias
in allocation of
research grants

Only 1/2 of OECD countries do
gender budgeting --> according to
CHANGE expert interviews in Austria
the gender budgeting policy needs
concrete indicators and evaluation
to have an impact

Nordic countries are
best "to be a mother"
- very interesting
notion ...

book to
be published

Survey on allocation of
time --> gendered
inequalities of care work
increased during Covid-19

Comments
Role of National Institutions
In Italy for instance CRUI Guidelines
National Recommendations discussion

Importance of strategic
framing (rankings,
institutional
positioning...)

sister project partners ('change
agent') can become prominent
persons to contact regarding GE in
science and research in countries
with accession status/changed
national policies --> very motivating!

A fundamental condition for any kind of
discourse is a consensus regarding the GE
issue.
It's tricky, because not all countries and all
culture share this fundamental understanding.
Therefore it's a question not only of national
context but cultural context as well.

More information on
the TARGET project:
https://www.gendertar
get.eu

I Agree on the need that GEP should
not be a thick box exercise
and about the need of the requirement
tobe also for BE perahps also interacting
GE certiﬁcation
with eﬀorts in private ﬁrms on

Gender dimension in
research that is funded
is increasingly asked
for by RFOs and EU

More than 2/3 of the research
budgets go to business
research, less than 1/3 of
researchers in BE are women
--> GEPs in BE are necessary!

More information on
the CHANGE project:
https://www.changeh2020.eu

One possible critique of the EU Framework approach
is that it aims at increasing female participation in R&I
but says little about what might possibly change as a
result e.g. focus of research topics, directionality of
R&I. Is that a fair criticism? In other words, is gender
equality in R&I an end in itself or is it a prerequisite for
further change?

Strong formal policies are
needed but not enough -->
constant development and
monitoring is needed

Do you have any
references for what the
vision for structural
change might be?

European Perspective
https://eige.europa.eu/gendermainstreaming/toolkits/gear/wh
y-change-must-be-structural

The distinction between
practical need and strategic
interest could help
conceptually. It is a
necessity to be answered,
but it does not always
guarantee structural
change

Van den Brink, M. (2015). The
politics of knowledge: The
responses to feminist research from
academic leaders. Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion: An International
Journal.

Mackay, F. (2020). Dilemmas of an
Academic Feminist as Manager in
the Neoliberal Academy:
Negotiating Institutional Authority,
Oppositional Knowledge and
Change. Political Studies Review,

Gender at work: Theory and practice
for 21st century organizations
https://genderatwork.org/portfolioitem/gender-at-work-theory-andpractice-for-21st-centuryorganizations/

Parsons, E., & Priola, V. (2013).
Agents for change and changed
agents: The micro‐politics of change
and feminism in the academy.
Gender, Work & Organization, 20(5),
580-598.

Critical thinking on the "science paradigm".
What is "good science"? Who is considered
a "good scientist"? And who are the ones
to determine these deﬁnitions?
Those systems sometimes
seem to work less for women.

Also: reconsider the economic
model of research (especially
the academia)

More information on
the GRANTED project:
https://www.grantedproject.eu

Just wondering - is the
bias the same in
private RPOs as it is in
public RPOs?

Research Organisations are
developing GEP+GB within
LeTSGEPs and in BE there is
quite an eﬀort in spreading
GE certiﬁcations that
evaluate GB. But less much
spread the latter wrt public
government

THEY SEEM TO GET MORE
MOTIVATED TO TAKE ACTIONS
THERE IS QUITE A DEBATE ALSO
AT NATIONAL LEVEL IT IS REALLY
IMPORTANT NOW TO GET THE
RIGHT INDICATORS TO MONITOR
THE AIMS AND SET OF ACTIONS
TO ACHIEVE

Gender equality v.
excellence? does the ERC
reﬂect on the low rate of
female participation?

In what sense
excellence is a gender
construction?

Supportive
structures in
research
councils could
help

The academic model
we are forstering - how
to measure excellence
(publications, mobility,
...)? Including other
types of merits!

Have you involved your
main external
constituency, the
applicants/researchers?

Where is the bias? It is
the applicants or the
system or the
"excellence criteria"?

very good point: we also did a small
analysis on evaluation criteria and
the "excellence criteria" (see below
the link to the deliverable, D7.4. on
the project website)

Intrinsc CA: Statute and in the main
planning & strategic documents
[ref. Gender Budgets: A Capability
Approach
https://www.researchgate.net/publication
/227620162_Gender_Budgets_A_Capabilit
y_Approach
Participatory: involving Stakeholders
Then matching the lists

link academic research
"domestic work"?
(Heijstra et al., 2017)

Extending notion of GE towards intersectionality and
social justice (EU's Gender Equality Strategy 2020) -->
Anita & Jennifer published a German book about
"Social Gender Justice":
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316830144_
Soziale_Geschlechtergerechtigkeit_in_Wissenschaft_un
d_Forschung

Critical thinking on the "science paradigm".
What is "good science"? Who is considered a
"good scientist"? And who are the ones to
determine these deﬁnitions?
Those systems sometimes
seem to work less for women.

Still problematic to
retrieve disaggregated
data at European HEIs!

Innovative approach: shifting
from focussing on the mere
allocation of means to
accounts that reﬂect the wellbeing of individuals!

CoP participation can
push
projects/institutions
forward!

Capabilities
approach

"Being a small
ﬁsh in the pond
is important" :-)

Covid-19 has made
women's barriers worse
(research outputs) -->
change in practice needed

There are some capabilities that
are not gender neutral, and have
implications beyond funding
(travelling and doing research
stays for example.)

Using
"Windows of
Opportunities"

More info on the
GenBUDGET CoP:
https://genbudget.acton-gender.eu

We have done that via
the RPOs and
exchanged these ideas

"We should consider parental leave in
career progression", Tindara says --> We
did that in our institute during
GenderTIME by integrating parental
leave in our salary scheme (as 'normal'
career progression time). THANKS

Apart from teaching and home-balance issues, there is
also the issue of "transparent jobs" - women tend to
do unpaid duties as well which are not acknowledged
for promotion - e.g. membership in committees,
contributing to the academic community etc. YES
ALSO THIS SHOULD BE COUNTED OR MORE EQUALLY
SHARED I AGREE

More info on the
LETSGEPS project:
https://letsgeps.eu

More information on
the Gearing Roles
project:
https://gearingroles.eu

*Collected questions and comments represent the view of participants of session D.3: Let's talk about money, sister! - Governance strategies for structural
change in science and research, at the 2021 STS Conference Graz. The session was organized by Anita Thaler, Sandra Karner (IFZ Graz, CHANGE project)
and Jennifer Dahmen-Adkins (RTWH Aachen University, CHANGE and LeTSGEPs project).

I agree on the
importance of keeping
interest and engagement
of stakeholders

Best practice mapping of RFOs:
http://www.geeccoproject.eu/ﬁleadmin/t/geecco/ge
ecco/GEECCO_report_best_practi
ce.pdf

More info on the
GEECCO project:
http://www.geeccoproject.eu/home/

Strategies we
used also
successfully
in CHANGE

